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ID of YAK
Name of the organization:
Youth Alliance - Krusevo
Year of founding:
1999
Headquarter:
Krusevo
Branch Office:
Skopje
Vision:
Active involvement of young
people in all spheres of social life
and their influence on decision
making processes at local, national
and regional levels.
Values and principles:
Involvement, democracy, equal
chances, openness, solidarity,
tolerance, understanding, mutual
support and collaboration.
President:
Metodija Stojceski

Establishment of the Youth Alliance:
We got the idea to form YA in 1999. In the period when in Krusevo (the town where YA was founded) the only form of
organization for young people were the political parties. Sports clubs and community youth organizations that were
active in the previous period due to various reasons simply disappeared. The result of this situation was the presence
of political division and tension among young people in this specific multi-ethnic and multi-confessional environment.
Along with several like-minded people with previously modest experience of activism in NGOs we wanted to try to
change this situation, to create a platform that would offer an alternative to young people for social engagement
beyond political parties. The idea was to enable active involvement and influence the decision-makers at all levels
(local, regional and national) through a purely civil form of association where youth activism is the only cause. We
accepted it as a challenge and I think that we are contributing to society, making small but significant social changes.
As time passes by, this organization is growing and developing, making its own history and certainly undergoing changes. We are standing on our
decision to not draw away from the originally set mission and vision which are guidelines for policy making in the organization.
Mission: Active participation of the youth in all spheres of societal life.
Vision: Active youth in the social living.
My motivation to be active in a civic organization.
My initial personal motivation... hmm... interesting question  I should recall, since it was about 20 years ago. Yes, the possibility for social
activism without boundaries out of the control of political subjects and the possibility of free expression and creativity was what motivated
me to become active in several NGOs and to be one of the founders of the Youth Alliance. The open opportunity for social activism and the
encouragement for social changes, still after 20 years is my personal motivation and challenge. Besides the professional engagement I
perceived myself and I still do find myself in the NGO community.
– Metodija Stojceski, president of YAK

YAK description in one sentence: Epicenter of progressive young people where in social challenges are
finding opportunities.
For me YAK is: Inspiration, values, motivation, common.
Why you are in YAK: In order to can afford summer holiday  and afterwards I understood that with YAK U can
do many changes in our society.
– Biljana Markoska, member of YAK’s team

YAK description in one sentence: An organization to which the young people are a priority. Their involvement
in all spheres of society, in order to achieve positive social changes is the main goal of YAK.
For me YAK is: As a young civil activist, this NGO helped me to strengthen my activism, but most of all it helped
me understand the importance of youth participation and the power that it has. It allowed me to participate in many
seminars, training courses and conferences that mean that YAK played a key role in the field of my informal education.
Why you are in YAK: The vision of this organization (active youth) and the values that it promotes and implements
are also my vision and values. That’s why I am part of YAK’s team.
–Biljana Stojanoska, member of YAK’s team

YAK description in one sentence: Catalyst of young people and a chance for their involvement in all
social processes.
For me YAK is: Everyday life ! State of mind! ALLIANCE of young progressive people who work 24/7 directly
with the young people and for them. A place where I can freely express my attitude! A change that made me, more
responsible youngster who will fight for a better future. Motivation for the future and a strong reason to remain here!
Why you are in YAK: Frustrated and hopeless from the situation of the youth in our society, through my involvement in
YAK, I got the chance to try to do something and my voice to be heard for the first time!
– Anelija Mitrova, member of YAK’s team.
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Switch on:
Participation Mode
The terms youth involvement
and youth participation became very actual in the discourse of the Macedonian society, especially the last two
years. The youth activism
should be perceived as a crucial tool in the process of generating constructive changes
in the wider frame, which includes political and economical aspects. Considering this
matter, but also deeply convinced in the benefits that the
young people can produce the
Youth Alliance- Krushevo, an
NGO with longtime tradition in
the field decided to realize the

project: Switch on: Participation Mode.
In six Macedonian cities (Kumanovo, Kavadarci, Krushevo,
Skopje, Sveti Nikole and Bito-

la) were conducted around 10
interviews, where the young
participants, but also representatives of the civic sector,
teachers and professors, publicly shared their opinion about
the youth involvement.
The video –filming was conducted according to the following questions: Are the young
people heard in your city? Do
they feel integrated in the
decision making processes?
How do they look at their role
in the community and in the
society? Draft steps to support the youth involvement

in the decision making processes? How the representatives of the institutions perceive the young people in
their community?

fore we wanted to implement
this project and put young
people and their actions in the
center of the public discourse”,
says Stojceska.

The interviews were realized
by Biljana Stojceska, youth
worker with many years of experience and a member of YAK
and Sunai Sabrioski research
journalist and youth activist.

“The problem with the youth
involvement is when they are
taken as a decor …We cannot
speak about their involvement
in the same process of creating any kind of policies and
politics targets the young people in Republic of Macedonia”,
says Sabrioski.

“The Youth Alliance for 17
years now is working as an organization that aims to support the youth participation
in the society. So far the theoretical, educational trainings
have a multiplier effect, although youth apathy is still
present in our society. There-

The following phase of the
project is to realize debates
according to the material from
the video interviews that were
taken in six above mentioned
cities around the country.
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Enter Social
Entrepreneurship

Presentation of the concept
and of the idea of social entrepreneurship, getting to know
the opportunities for starting
a social business, emphasizing the role of the civic sector
and of the educational institutions as motivators of the social entrepreneurship. These
activities were in the focus of
the first regional seminar Enter
Social Entrepreneurship that
took place in Krushevo, in April
and it was organized by the
Youth Alliance Krushevo.
“Today the Macedonian society
is facing two major problems,
more than 54% of the youth
in the country are unemployed

and 70% of youth are imagining their future outside of the
country’s borders. Our longtime experience in the youth
working field in local, regional
and national level leads us to
the conclusion that the youth
unemployment is especially evident outside the capital
and that brings youth migration inside and outside of the
country. With the implementation of the project ‘ENTER Social Entrepreneurship’, we are
aspiring towards achieving the

ambitious aim- increasing the
opportunities for employment
of the youth through development of innovative concept of
social entrepreneurship and
with this economic and business development of the region of Pelagonija. I sincerely
hope for real impact and success, because YOUNG PEOPLE
IN OUR REGION really mean
to us“, says Biljana Stojceska,
program coordinator of the
project and part of the team
of YAK.

This is an initial event in the
series of activities planned for
this project. The main aim of
the seminar is creating of an
informal network of different
stakeholders, coming from important support systems for
youth, social entrepreneurship. Around 30 representatives took part on this seminar,
all of them working in different institutions (education, civic sector, business sector and
funds). Thus opened a new
opportunity for collaboration
and networking between various fields.
„The project stimulates the social entrepreneurship as an
innovative business that the
young people can develop with
the help of many organizations, associations, agencies.
As a representative of SFERA
Macedonia, an organization
from Bitola and as a partner
in the project I am very satisfied with the idea of the project, where the youth will be
encouraged to develop this
kind of business. I hope that
the project will have results
and we will see an example of
social business in the region

of Pelagonija“, says Milco Duli,
President of SFERA Macedonia.
“It is very good when on one
place, one can see young enthusiasts speaking with so
many emotions on the theme
of social entrepreneurship. I
warmly greet and support this
event, primarily because it is
connected to a new model of
business with social purpose,
that is still not sufficiently addressed in the Macedonian
economy, but it is worldwide. I
have to applaud the carriers of
the project for the excellent organization and for the selected speakers, who presented

all of the important elements
of this concept and gave many examples for social enterprises in Macedonia and in
the world. Finally I want to encourage young people to start
their own social business and
give their contribution to this
world“, says Marija Midovska
Petkoska, assistant in the Faculty of Economics of Prilep.
The project was realized with
support of the Embassy of the
United States in Skopje, in cooperation with our local partners SFERA- Bitola and the
Association of Citizens and Initiative voice- Prilep.
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Europe,
my country
Democracy is the most desirable system of governance for
world majority to which aspire
many countries with deficient
democratic tradition. If transparency and accountability are
the imperatives of democratic governance, the Parliament
and the work of its representatives is crucial for the proper
functioning of the system.
Have you ever wondered how

productive it would be if you
had the opportunity to assess
the work of the MPs, of the
legitimately elected representatives and not only that, but
to reward or sanction them appropriately with their share of
their overall social acting.
Thanks to the civic sector, concretely to the Youth AllianceKrushevo and another three
partner countries i.e. NGOs:

EuroDEMOS from Romania,
V2020 from England and
TDM2000 from Italy the project Europe – my country was
realized. We are talking about
a civil research where the citizens in the given countries had
the opportunity to evaluate
the work of the MPs. Citizens
of the R.M. were assessing the
work of the 123 representatives of the Parliament. Evaluating their activities the citizens were stating one of the
evaluation options:
A) Diploma for Civil Gratitude
– when they know well the MP
and they are satisfied with his/
her activities for the benefit of
the community;
B) Civil Certificate for Attention – when they don’t know
the MP and his/her activities;
C) Civil Certificate for Sanction – when they know the
MP, but they consider that his/
her activities were of negative
benefit for the community.

During April, the YAK organized
an info day in order to inform
citizens about the project activities and present the civil
research. Info day was held on
16th if April at the GEM club
and it provoked a big interest
among the people.
The project “Europe, my country” aims to raise the awareness and encourage the democratic participation and active citizenship, by supporting
a sense of responsibility and
understanding of legal procedures and institutions within
the EU.

„The project will raise awareness of both sides, of the citizens, that they should be actively involved in decision-making, but also of parliamentarians, that they are elected by
the citizens and must work for
the benefit of the citizens. Conditions currently in our country
are not the best for a project of
this range, but we try to make
the most of all project activities”, says Marija Arsoska, project coordinator.

work of our representatives
in Parliament and the whole
operation with partner countries that are members of the
European Union, will serve as
practice for us to be more responsive in promoting negotiations for our country to join
the EU; active citizenship is of
paramount importance for any
democratic society and it is
the responsibility of every citizen“, states Metodija Stojceski,
president of YAK.

„It is a long term project and
the purpose of it is collecting
experience for evaluating the

The project is supported by the
program Europe for Citizens of
the European Union.
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Alo,
ask the locals
Utilization of small communities, of their structure and
dynamics for enhancing accessibility and effectiveness of allocation of EU resources, thus
attempting to involve citizens

your city and are they properly
used or misused?”

and stakeholders who rarely
have a chance to contribute in
the process of building a European narrative. These targets
were in the center of the project “Alo, ask the locals”, that

According to the analyses and
the data received from the
questioned citizens, the local
people in Krushevo are not sufficiently informed on this topic
and the town requires bigger involvement of its citizens in the
overall function and in the usage of the resources of the EU
funds, says the team from YAK.

took part this month in Krushevo, in organization of the NGO
Youth Alliance-Krushevo.
Leader organization of the project is the NGO Inter Alia from
Greece and besides Macedonia; other countries also participated like Serbia, Bulgaria,
Italy and Romania. In each of
these countries was selected
one small community and exactly there field research and
surveys of local residents were
conducted in order to determine their degree of familiarity in terms of resources from
EU funds and their allocation
at the local level.
On the initial meeting in November, in Athens the partners
were well introduced with their
responsibilities and trained, so
be able to professionally complete their tasks and researches
and afterwards to conduct 50
questioners about the views of
the local people in terms of the
resources available from the
EU funds in their communities.

The final output of the project was the filmed documentary on the same theme. In
Krushevo, after the conducted
questioners, ten people were
selected, each of them with a

different profile: young people,
authentic locals, experts, entrepreneurs, religious people,
etc. Each one of them said his/
her opinion on the given topic:
“Are there European funds in

“The local people in Krushevo
are not enough informed about
this issue. They consider that the
money from the EU funds is not
transparent enough and that
there is no way they could learn
something about it“, says Anelija Mitrova, project coordinator
and part of the team of YAK.
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Equal chances
for the labor market

Youth Alliance Krusevo actively
takes part in training courses,
conferences, youth exchanges
organized by partner organizations and thus it manifests its
support, openness and will for
collaboration and bigger education and involvement of the
youth in society.

YAK is collaborating many
years with the organization
Kasta Morrely from Romania,
so in November 2015 it sent 4
young girls to participate in the
international training course
on the topic: ‘Equal chances for
the labor market’.

training course. Diversity of
activities to develop the skills
and competences, and practical application of acquired
knowledge in the local high
school, where the participants
of the training had the opportunity to engage in devising
new methods of work, and finally the common satisfaction
of the successfully realized
mini project matched the personal satisfaction. Thus the
training had benefits for the
whole society, because only
young, motivated and capable
people can lead us forward.

Interactive workshops, educational presentations for bigger
inclusion and integration for
the labor market, usage of informal methods and tools, but
also promotion of the beauties
of the greatest Romanian culture centre, the beautiful Iasi.
All this was in the focus of this

“The topic of the project for me
is extremely interesting, as a
young person with an academic background who needs to be
competitive in the labor market. I really like how the whole
project was realized. There is a
strong positive energy among
the participants, but I feel sorry
that the end is approaching. Although I expect new projects in
the future”, says Elena Aceska,
a participant from Macedonia.
”The workshops were organized in the best possible way.
I was pleased to learn from

real professionals such as the
team Kasta Morelli. I‘m glad
my friend’s list expanded with
people from all over Europe
who really have become very

dear for me. Now I know how
to communicate with people from other cultures“, says
Aleksandra Nikoloska, a participant from Macedonia.

The annual program of Youth Alliance – Krusevo
is supported by CIVICA Mobilitas

